Product of the Month: LUMIÉRE Bio-Restorative Eye Cream

Undereye baggage begone! Give tired eyes a do-over with LUMIÉRE Bio-restorative Eye Cream by NEOCUTIS, an intensive line smoothing eye cream that uses a unique blend of ingredients that energize, revitalize and rejuvenate the delicate eye area. Formulated with PSP (Processed Skin Cell Proteins), a naturally balanced mixture of skin nutrients, the gentle cream will smooth and soften the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

The light, barely-there cream boasts brightening agents and puffiness-reducing caffeine. This beauty must is sure to leave...
fewer lines and shiny eyes!
LUMIÈRE Bio-restorative Eye Cream is 10% off through the end of March.

As seen in IN STYLE- Voted Best Beauty Buy in 2009 and 2010!

Case of the Month:
The Keller Funnel™ "No Touch Technique"
Breast Augmentation with Dr. Herman

Invented by Dr. Kevin Keller, a board certified plastic surgeon, in 2009, The

Stay tuned!

Lash Perks!

Miami Plastic Surgery is offering buy one get one free on Latisse now through April 30th to help you get the long, luscious lashes you’ve always wanted.

Latisse is the first and only FDA-approved prescription for inadequate or not enough lashes, growing them longer, fuller and darker.

Latisse is available through prescription only. Call us today at 305.595.2969 to see if Latisse is right for you.

Anesthesiologist of the Month

Dr. Daniel Zaitman is March’s Anesthesiologist of the Month! A South Florida native, Dr. Zaitman received his
Keller Funnel™ is a revolutionary device designed to improve delivery of silicone gel implants during breast augmentation procedures. The cone-shaped device, which is often compared to a baker’s icing bag, is made of nylon and has a hydrophilic coating inside that allows Dr. Herman to easily propel a pre-filled silicone implant into place with minimal force and without having to touch the actual implant.

By using The Keller Funnel™, Dr. Herman is able to perform breast augmentation surgery with smaller incisions. With shorter scars comes less trauma to patients’ tissues, including less discoloration and thickness of the scar. Since the implant is inserted without being touched, this also reduces the risk of infection or capsule contracture, which is when a breast implant becomes hard and deformed.

The Keller Funnel™ was recently praised at the 27th Annual Breast Surgery Symposium where Dr. James C. Grotting, President of The Southeastern Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons, labeled the device as "a simple, elegant and better way to insert a silicone implant."

If you would like to schedule a consultation with Dr. Herman, please call us at 305.595.2969. You can also visit our website at www.miamiplasticsurgery.com.

Nips & Tucks Are Making a Comeback!

Doctor of Medicine degree from Chicago Medical School and went on to complete his residency at the University of Florida.

Dr. Zaitman has been working with Baptist Hospital and Miami Plastic Surgery for over six years

A self-proclaimed “outdoors” type, he enjoys fishing, hiking, hunting and boating. Dr. Zaitman is happily married with three beautiful girls.

His favorite part about working with the MPS crew? “It’s a really fun, laid-back team of extremely talented people.”

Thanks Doc! We Love you too!

Check out Dr. Wolf every Thursday on CNN’s NotiMujer at 12:00 p.m. where he will discuss the latest in health and beauty.

MPS Has Gone Social...
The numbers are in! According to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons, 13.1 million cosmetic plastic surgeries were performed in the United States in 2010. This is a 5% increase from 2009.

Which procedure holds the #1 spot? No surprise here, breast augmentation with a reported 296,000 procedures performed last year. Rounding out the top five? Nose revision, eyelid surgery, liposuction and tummy tuck.

Q & A with Dr. Kelly

Q: My daughter is 15 and beginning to show signs of acne. It began with the occasional pimple but has gotten worse in the past few months. She is a beautiful girl, but I know it makes her self-conscious. I don’t know what to say or do because I was fortunate enough never to have this problem. Any advice or treatment products?

A: Your daughter is not alone. 85% of teenagers experience acne at some point during their adolescence. This is actually a good question for Ana, our trained medical aesthetician. Ana specializes in peels, microdermabrasion, acne treatments and other medical treatments. Depending on your daughter’s skin care needs, Ana can suggest the proper treatment.

After consulting with Ana, she gave me a couple of initial treatment options. The HydraFacial is designed for all skin types and can be tolerated even by the most sensitive skin. It combines cleansing, exfoliation, extraction, hydration and antioxidant protection resulting in clearer skin with no down time. Should your daughter’s acne be a little more severe, a salicylic acid peel might be more effective.

Cleansing products always play a huge role in skin care and Obagi’s CLENZIderm M.D. Therapeutic Acne Systems are extremely popular with our patients. The treatments penetrate to the root of acne to clear skin fast.

To schedule a consultation or treatment with Ana, please call us at 305.595.2969.
Employee Spotlight: Veronica Moro

This month’s Employee Spotlight focuses on the newest member of the MPS team - Veronica Moro. As Director of Marketing and Public Relations, Veronica is responsible for the overall promotion of Miami Plastic Surgery. Basically, it’s her job to make us look good!

A graduate from the University of Miami, Veronica brings more than six years of marketing and public relations experience to MPS and has worked with an impressive roster of clients including NBC Universal, DEWAR’S 12, Comcast, and The Biltmore to name a few.

Better known as Ronnie to friends and family (“I feel like I’m in trouble when someone calls me Veronica”), she’s adjusting quite well to MPS life - “I love it here!”

Favorite thing about MPS so far? “The HydraFacial! Just kidding! Everyone has been extremely awesome and welcoming. MPS consists of a dynamic group of individuals that work really well as a team. I’m excited to be here. (PS- I’m serious about the HydraFacial if you haven’t gotten a HydraFacial- you must....it’s amazing!)”

Welcome aboard Veronica! Looking forward to big things in 2011!

Veronica Moro
Miami Plastic Surgery
305-595-2969
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